1. Parking Structure 2B: Arrivals Entrance Closed
   - The Arrivals Level entrance to Parking Structure 2B will be closed continuously through May 24, 2021 while the Automated People Mover project performs structural work.
   - During this time, the west entrance to Parking Structure 2A will also be closed (nightly from 12AM to 8AM only).
   - The Departures Level entrance to Parking Structure 2B, the east entrance to Parking Structure 2A and Parking Structure 3 will remain open and accessible at all times.

*Parking Structure 2B entrance closed 4/19 – 5/24*
2. Terminal 5: Airline Gate Impacts

- Airline Gate 51B in Terminal 5 is scheduled to be closed this week beginning April 20 through April 23, 2021.
- The passenger hold room and seating area inside the concourse is not impacted by construction and remains open and available to guests throughout the closure.
- Next week, Airline Gate 53A is scheduled to re-open on April 26 (closed since March 18), and Airline Gate 53B is scheduled to be closed April 26 through July 12, 2021; watch Construction Hot Topics for updates.
3. CTA & Terminal Construction Update

- New aerial imagery complements of the Delta Sky Way Program highlight changes at LAX
- Construction is ongoing to renovate Terminals 2 and 3; seen below, operations continue out of Terminal 2 while Terminal 3 is closed to the public and under major construction
- Lane closures continue at Terminal 3 and Terminal B (Departures Level)
- Progress is being made at the Automated People Mover’s future West CTA Station between Parking Structures 3 & 4